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Better Endpoint / IT Hygiene
Zenith provides
unequalled holistic
endpoint protection
including unparalleled
visibility to improve
endpoint / IT hygiene
with the people you
already have.

Better IT hygiene on all endpoints. Everyone agrees it’s critically important. And no one
wants to do it! It’s not sexy, or fun, or easy – but it’s a game changer from an endpoint
protection perspective.
AV and EDR are essential. But hardening endpoints through better IT hygiene practices
is the “plus” that will make the difference.

Know what’s connected and running
Endpoint protection is a challenge if you don’t know what endpoints are on your
network, or what applications users are running. With Ziften Zenith, this is a non-issue.
Zenith continuously discovers and fingerprints all connected devices using passive
monitoring to identify all, even infrequently connecting, systems. Additionally, Zenith collects
a detailed catalog of all applications installed and running on each and every managed
endpoint. Find out immediately when someone is using unauthorized applications.

Eliminate Unpatched Vulnerabilities
Tracking and patching endpoint OS and application vulnerabilities is a huge task for most
security and IT operations teams. With Zenith, it gets much easier.
Zenith monitors in real-time OS and application patch levels with no additional agent,
or external scanning, or extra scheduling required. Know immediately what endpoint
systems are unpatched and how to prioritize vulnerability management efforts to
improve the overall security posture.
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Harden the Configuration
Attackers love your endpoints. One reason is users are great at disabling endpoint
security controls. Use Zenith to maintain compliant endpoint security controls.
Zenith continuously monitors all endpoint security controls making it easy to evaluate
and operationalize endpoint configuration hardening to eliminate non-compliant
endpoints and to strengthen the overall security posture.
Get beyond traditional security functions, Zenith provides unequalled holistic endpoint
protection including unparalleled visibility to improve endpoint / IT hygiene with the
people you already have.
The Ziften Zenith difference is clear.
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